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The Last Frontier
Unraveling the Secrets of the Brain Using Magnetic Resonance
Kavita Dorai

Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) is fast gaining ground as a non-invasive technique for neuroimaging. The
method can capture images of the human brain in real time
while the subject carries out a cognitive task. This research
area is still in its infancy but has immense possibilities to explore the secrets of the human brain, intelligence and thought
processes. This article explains the physics behind the fMRI
method and describes several studies which use fMRI to explore diﬀerent facets of the human brain such as learning
mathematics, and the deep connections between music and
cognitive processes.
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1. Introduction
Science has managed to explain several mysteries of the universe, ranging from quantum particles to far-ﬂung star clusters
and galaxies. One of the enduring mysteries of our lifetime is that
of the human brain (see Box 1) and cognition. Do we learn mathematics the way we learn a foreign language? Why does learning
a language become harder as we get older? Why are our dreams
so bizarre? How do we store information in our brain? And how
do we retrieve information when we want to recall something that
we know? Is the memory of a dream diﬀerent from the memory
of an actual event in the past? Can a patient recovering from a
stroke, ‘re-learn’ things that he/she has forgotten? Can a patient
suﬀering from Alzheimer’s or dementia be taught to regain lost
neuronal/motor functions? Are emotions and feelings stored in
the brain? There are so many enigmas surrounding the human
brain and our thought processes, and this research area has attracted the attention of scientists from several disciplines such as
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neuroscientists, psychologists, psychiatrists, cognitive scientists,
and computer scientists working with artiﬁcial intelligence and
machine learning.

Functional magnetic
resonance imaging
(fMRI) uses changes in
the properties of
oxygenated blood which
ﬂows to active brain
regions, to produce maps
of what is happening
deep inside the brain,
with a spatial resolution
of a few millimeters and
a temporal resolution of
a few seconds.
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Functional imaging of the brain or neuroimaging uses various
techniques to investigate how the brain processes information.
The many applications of neuroimaging include the diagnosis of
metabolic brain diseases on a ﬁne scale, cognitive psychology
research, and building brain-computer interfaces. There are several technologies which are used to image the brain, which either
directly maps the electrical activity of the brain or explore the
metabolic or physiological eﬀects of changes in brain electrical
activity. Electroencephalography (EEG) measures the brain activity by placing electrodes along the scalp which detect the electrical currents on the brain surface that are produced by neurons.
Positron emission tomography (PET) traces out the ﬂow of radioactive compounds after they are injected into the blood stream
of the human subject and travel to the brain. Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) uses changes in the properties of
oxygenated blood which ﬂows to active brain regions, to produce
maps of what is happening deep inside the brain, with a spatial
resolution of a few millimeters and a temporal resolution of a few
seconds [1]. fMRI is fast becoming the method of choice to image the brain as it is very safe, non-invasive and does not involve
radiation. fMRI has a higher temporal resolution than PET and
a better spatial resolution as compared to EEG. The ﬁrst functional fMRI images of the brain after sensory stimulation were
obtained in 1992 by two research groups: Seiji Ogawa’s group
at Bell Labs, USA and Kenneth Kwong’s group at Massachusetts
General Hospital, USA [2, 3]. Volunteers were placed inside huge
magnets and did their best to not move their heads; they watched
ﬂashing lights or tensed the muscles in their hands, while fMRI
researchers fed the incoming brain data into sophisticated data
processing programs and came up with diﬀerent colored ‘blobs’
to show which parts of the brain light up in response to diﬀerent
stimuli.
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Box 1. Brain Anatomy and Cognitive Processes
The three major regions of the brain are the cerebrum, the brainstem, and the cerebellum. The largest
part of the brain is the cerebrum, and it is divided into two cerebral hemispheres. Each hemisphere is
divided into four lobes: frontal, parietal, occipital and temporal. While both hemispheres of the brain are
more or less similar in shape and function, some functions such as language are associated with the left
hemisphere while others such as visual-spatial comprehension are associated with the right hemisphere.
There are speciﬁc areas within each lobe that are associated with speciﬁc cognitive processing tasks such as
sensory and motor functions (see Figure A for a cartoon representation of the various regions of the brain).
The lobes in the brain do not function alone but share a very complex relationship with each other. The
frontal lobe is associated with brain functions like judgement, planning, reasoning, abstract thought and selfcontrol, as well as with personality, emotions and intelligence. Broca’s area in this lobe is associated with
speaking and writing. The parietal lobe interprets language and words, is associated with spatial and visual
perception, and interprets signals from vision, hearing, motor, sensory and memory. The occipital lobe is
associated with vision (color, light and movement). The temporal lobe is associated with hearing, memory,
sequencing and organization. Wernicke’s area in this lobe is associated with understanding language. Brain
cells include neurons and glial cells. There are more than 86 billion neurons in the brain, and all brain
activity is due to the connectedness of these neurons and their response to nerve impulses which make them
release neurotransmitters. In a fascinating breakthrough study in 2016, scientists at Washington University
Medical School, USA have come up with a modern universal map of the human brain which proposes a
total of 180 areas per cerebral hemisphere, 97 of them previously unknown (read [4] for more details).

Figure A. Schematic diagram of the human brain showing the diﬀerent regions of the brain and their
associated cognitive activity.
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2. The Physics of fMRI

When neurons ﬁre in the
brain, there is an
increased demand for
oxygen and this, in turn,
leads to an increase in
blood ﬂow to the regions
where neuronal activity
is higher.

Blood oxygenation level
dependent (BOLD)
signal is the basis of the
fMRI technique to image
neuronal activity of the
brain. The BOLD signal
is not acquired from
individual neurons but
from 2–3 mm cubic
regions of the brains
called voxels.
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The signal in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) arises from the
magnetic ﬁeld of the water protons in the body part being imaged. The heart of the MRI scanner is a very powerful magnet
– typically with a ﬁeld strength of 3 T, which is 50,000 times
larger than the intrinsic magnetic ﬁeld of the Earth. When nuclei
inside atoms are placed in a magnetic ﬁeld, they tend to align parallel or anti-parallel to the direction of the magnetic ﬁeld. The
small signals from each nucleus add up coherently and result in
a measurable MRI signal (read [5] for more details of the MRI
technique).
When neurons ﬁre in the brain, there is an increased demand for
oxygen (which is delivered to the neurons by haemoglobin in the
red blood cells), and this, in turn, leads to an increase in blood
ﬂow to the regions where neuronal activity is higher. Magnetic
susceptibility denotes the amount of magnetization that develops when a material is placed in a magnetic ﬁeld. Haemoglobin
has interesting magnetic properties – it is diamagnetic when oxygenated and paramagnetic when deoxygenated. While the weakly
diamagnetic oxyhaemoglobin does not aﬀect the external magnetic ﬁeld, the paramagnetic deoxyhaemoglobin introduces an inhomogeneity in the surrounding magnetic ﬁeld. The diﬀerence
in the magnetic properties of haemoglobin hence leads to differences in the MR blood signal. This blood oxygenation level
dependent (BOLD) signal is the basis of the fMRI technique to
image neuronal activity of the brain (see Figure 1). The BOLD
signal is not acquired from individual neurons but from 2–3 mm
cubic regions of the brains (called voxels), containing hundreds
of thousands of neurons. The BOLD signal measured over time
from a voxel indicates the group activity of the neurons in that
voxel.
A schematic diagram of the experimental setup to perform an
fMRI experiment is shown in Figure 2. The subject is placed
inside the MRI scanner (basically inside the magnetic ﬁeld) and
watches a screen with visual inputs and presses buttons at the
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Figure 1.

Schematic
diagram showing how the
BOLD (blood oxygen-level
dependent) signal arises
in response to neuronal
stimulus. The right panel
shows greater capillary
blood ﬂow in the activated
brain as compared to the
resting brain in the left
panel.

appropriate times. The MRI scanner then acquires the signal
throughout the brain. A large series of images are quickly acquired while the volunteer performs some task such as watching a
video and clicking a button, which makes the brain shift between
well-deﬁned resting and active states. The images are divided
into voxels (volume element) and by correlating the time course
of the signal in each voxel with the time course of the task which
was performed, the fMRI scientist can identify those brain voxels
which show changes associated with brain function.
Figure 3 shows brain scans acquired after a typical fMRI experiment. The top panel in Figure 3 is from an experiment exploring working memory in normal versus schizophrenic individuals.
The scans show that some brain areas are more active in normal
(control) individuals as compared to schizophrenic individuals.
The bottom panel in Figure 3 shows an fMRI scan of a person
who has been shown photographs of faces of known people. Increased blood ﬂow can be seen in the face recognition part of the
visual cortex of the brain.

Scans show that some
brain areas are more
active in normal
individuals as compared
to schizophrenic
individuals.

3. The Brain and Mathematics
From an early age, we all have to learn to live in a world
ﬁlled with numbers: on the doors of houses, on buses, on price
tags, on academic mark sheets, on phones – the list is endless!
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Figure 2. Schematic of an
fMRI experimental setup.

Neurobiologists have
been fascinated by trying
to understand how young
children learn to process
number tasks and
calculation tasks.
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Children in schools all over the world receive formal mathematical training from an early age, as it is an important subject in
school curricula. Neurobiologists have been fascinated by trying to understand how young children learn to process number
tasks and calculation tasks. More speciﬁcally, number tasks contain numbers and involve a judgement on numbers or quantities
(larger or smaller, etc.) but do not require formal calculation (such
as multiplication or addition). Calculation tasks, on the other
hand, contain numbers and require operation rules (such as basic arithmetic processing) to be applied to the numbers. There
have been several fMRI studies on children to discover which
parts of the brain are involved in these types of tasks (see [6]
for a detailed review of fMRI studies on children and mathematics learning). Most fMRI studies show that activity in the
parietal and frontal cortices are the core areas related to mental
arithmetic and are used for both number tasks as well as calcu-
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.

(a) Depicts
the fMRI scans of brain areas of normal (left) subjects
versus schizophrenic (right)
subjects, when performing a
working memory task. (b)
Shows a computer-enhanced
fMRI scan of a person who
has been shown photographs
of faces of people to recognize.

lation tasks. Interestingly, it has been shown by fMRI that the
older distinction between left and right hemispheres of the brain
as dealing with verbal-analytical versus visual-spatial processing
is not such a hard distinction, and both hemispheres are activated
by both types of tasks, i.e., verbal and visual-spatial. What fMRI
studies have shown are ﬁner distinctions between the two hemispheres of the human brain – the left hemisphere gets activated
by tasks called analytical mental-attentional processing or novel,
eﬀortful, problem-solving tasks. Whereas the right hemisphere
gets activated by overlearned or automatized processing, which
comes into play when the tasks are either very easy or very diﬃcult. While working with numbers is an essential skill in today’s
society, it is alarming to note that 10–15% of children develop
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mathematical learning disabilities (MLD). A recent study by neuroscientists used fMRI shows two important results. First result
shows that there are aberrant functional responses in the parietal,
prefrontal and ventral temporal-occipital areas of the brains of
children with MLD as compared to normal children. The second
result shows that after eight weeks of one-to-one remedial mathematics tutoring, there are widespread changes in brain activity,
the mathematical abilities of these children with MLD improves
signiﬁcantly, and there are no diﬀerences in the fMRI brain scans
of these children as compared to normal children [7]!

Is abstract mathematical
thought linked to the
brain’s language
processing centers or
with diﬀerent brain areas
linked to spatial
reasoning?
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Euclid, Aryabhata, Ptolemy, Isaac Newton, Rene Descartes, Gottfried Wilhem Leibniz, David Hilbert, Emily Noether, Georg Cantor, Pierre de Fermat, Ada Lovelace, John von Neumann, Albert
Einstein, Srinivasa Ramanujan, Alan Turing, John Nash: these
are just a few of the famous mathematicians who have left their
mark on the world of abstract human thought. While many of
us ﬁnd mathematics too diﬃcult to grapple with, there are several people who have a passion and a unique talent for discovering equations, proving theorems, and solving ﬁendish mathematical puzzles. Is the brain of a skilled mathematician ‘wired’
diﬀerently to that of an average human being who ﬁnds even basic arithmetic suﬃciently challenging? Is abstract mathematical
thought linked to the brain’s language processing centers or with
diﬀerent brain areas linked to spatial reasoning? In other words,
is mathematics a ‘language’ requiring a syntax, a grammar and a
linguistic representation in the brain? Indeed it does seem as if
mathematicians communicate with each other in a peculiar foreign language. For e.g., a sentence like “A Lie subgroup H of a
Lie group G is a Lie group that is a subset of G and such that the
inclusion map from H to G is an injective immersion and group
homomorphism” would make sense to a group theorist but would
sound like gibberish to people who are not familiar with the subject of group theory. Two French neuroscientists – Marie Amalric
and Stanislas Dehaene – used fMRI to explore diﬀerences in the
brains of 15 mathematicians versus 15 non-mathematicians (who
were at the same academic level) [8]. Volunteers listened to dif-
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ferent mathematical and non-mathematical statements, and they
had a 4-second judgement period to decide whether the statements were true, false or meaningless. The mathematical statements were drawn from topics in higher mathematics such as algebra, topology, geometry and analysis. The non-mathematical
(linguistic) statements were equal in length and complexity and
tested the general knowledge of history or nature. The mathematicians performed equally well on both linguistic (65% correct) and
mathematical statements (63% correct). The non-mathematicians
achieved the same performance level on the linguistic statements
(64% correct). Unsurprisingly, they performed really badly on
judging the mathematical statements and fell close to chance level
(37% correct, chance level = 33%). Looking at the fMRI scans of
the mathematicians and the controls, the study concluded that the
brain processes language and mathematics in completely diﬀerent areas. Surprisingly, in the case of mathematicians, the same
brain areas that are involved in basic arithmetic processing were
found to be active. So the same parts of the brain are used for
basic as well as very advanced mathematics. The neuroscientists
inferred that mathematics is processed in a non-linguistic area of
the brain, and uses circuits involved in space and number. They
suggest that knowledge of number and space during early childhood can be used to predict the mathematical achievement of that
individual!
For centuries, mathematicians like Bertrand Russell, Hermann
Weyl and physicists like Paul Dirac have been telling us that there
is a deep aesthetic and beauty in mathematical formulae which is
comparable to that of great art. Several previous studies have
imaged the brain while it experiences visual or musical beauty.
These studies have been able to correlate the brain’s response with
neuronal activity in the ﬁeld A1 of the medial orbitofrontal cortex. In 2014, a group of neurobiologists from London (UK), used
fMRI to explore the question whether, when mathematicians look
at a mathematical equation which they think is beautiful, the same
part of the emotional brain ‘lights up’ as happens when they look
at some beautiful art or listen to some beautiful music [9]. Their
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while it experiences
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These studies have been
able to correlate the
brain’s response with
neuronal activity in the
ﬁeld A1 of the medial
orbitofrontal cortex.
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Mathematician plays a
game in which he
himself invents the rules
while the physicist plays
a game in which the
rules are provided by
Nature, but as time goes
on it becomes
increasingly evident that
the rules which the
mathematician ﬁnds
interesting are the same
as those which Nature
has chosen and,
therefore, in the choice
of new branches of
mathematics, one should
be inﬂuenced very much
by considerations of
mathematical beauty.
–Paul Dirac

results showed that the experience of beauty as derived from an
intellectually abstract mathematical formula correlates with activity in the same part of the brain when derived from other sensory
sources such as beautiful art or music. Sixteen mathematicians
took part in the study, and as part of the experimental design,
two weeks before the actual fMRI experiment, each subject was
given 60 mathematical formulae to study and rate them on a scale
of −5 (very ugly) to +5 (very beautiful) according to their own
judgement. Two weeks later, during participation in the fMRI experiment, they were shown the same 60 equations and asked to rerate them on an abridged scale of ugly or neutral or beautiful. The
pre-scan ratings were used to balance the sequence of equations
appearing on the scanner so that each subject was shown an even
distribution of preferred and non-preferred equations throughout
their brain scan duration. After the scanning, each subject answered a questionnaire where they reported on their level of understanding of each equation (where 0 = no understanding and
3 = profound understanding). They also were asked to write out
their subjective feelings and emotional reactions when viewing
the equations. The formula consistently rated as very beautiful
(average rating 0.8667) both before and during the scans was Euler’s identity:
1 + eiπ = 0 ,

(1)

which shows a profound connection between ﬁve fundamental
mathematical numbers. The equation consistently rated as very
ugly (average rating −0.7333) was Ramanujan’s inﬁnite series for
1/π:
√ ∞
1 2 2  (4k)!(1103 + 26390k)
.
(2)
=
π 9801 k=0
(k!)4 3964k
Dirac in 1939 wrote that “the mathematician plays a game in
which he himself invents the rules while the physicist plays a
game in which the rules are provided by Nature, but as time goes
on it becomes increasingly evident that the rules which the mathematician ﬁnds interesting are the same as those which Nature has
chosen and, therefore, in the choice of new branches of mathematics, one should be inﬂuenced very much by considerations of
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mathematical beauty” [10]. Such fMRI studies of how the brain
perceives beauty in mathematics seem to suggest that our brain
organization could be linked to a deeper level of structure inherent in the physical Universe.

4. Music and the Brain
Music is intimately connected to all aspects of human existence.
We listen to diﬀerent kinds of music, to elevate our inner moods
and to give depth to our emotions. Listening to music can connect thoughts and emotions and signiﬁcantly aﬀect the brain. Instrumental music, which does not have any linguistic content, can
evoke emotions such as happiness or sadness in the listener. However, there are several musical genres (such as pop and rock music) which often use lyrics to convey emotions. In an interesting
study by cognitive psychologists in Finland and Germany, brain
response to diﬀerent self-selected pieces of happy and sad music was recorded using fMRI, to judge how lyrics interact with
musical emotion processing [11]. They found that happy music without lyrics induced stronger positive emotions than happy
music with lyrics and that the presence of lyrics has diﬀerent impacts in happy or sad music. Lyrics seem crucial for enhancing
the sadness of a musical piece, whereas acoustic cues have a bigger role in listeners experiencing happiness in music. In a diﬀerent study using fMRI, scientists sought to understand whether the
emotional and mental states were comparable of people listening
to their favorite music (from widely diﬀerent genres such as classical or rock music) [12]. Even when the music listened to by the
participants diﬀered in acoustic complexity, musical genre (participant choices were as varied as Beethoven and Eminem), or the
presence of absence of lyrics, their ﬁndings were remarkably consistent. They found that a brain circuit important for internallyfocused thoughts called the ‘default mode network’, was most engaged when people listened to preferred music. They also found
that listening to a favorite piece of music altered the connectivity
between auditory brain areas and the hippocampus.
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Exposing the crocodiles
to complex classical
music triggered the
activation of additional
brain areas, as opposed
to exposing them to
simple repetitive sounds.
Also, the fMRI crocodile
maps are very similar to
the maps and patterns
identiﬁed in mammals
and birds in similar
studies. This has led
researchers to conclude
that neuronal processing
of sensory stimuli forms
at a very early
evolutionary stage and
have the same origins in
all vertebrates.

Several ancient myths tell us that music can “soothe a savage
beast”. This has been investigated in a fascinatingly bizarre piece
of research by a team of neuroscientists from Iran, South Africa,
France and Germany, who played classical music by Johann Sebastian Bach to Nile crocodiles and recorded their brain scans [13].
Crocodiles are ancient vertebrate species that have remained nearly
unchanged over the course of 200 million years, and these researchers thought that analyzing their responses to music could
provide clues into the evolution of the nervous system in reptiles.
They found that exposing the crocodiles to complex classical music triggered the activation of additional brain areas, as opposed
to exposing them to simple repetitive sounds. Also, the fMRI
crocodile maps are very similar to the maps and patterns identiﬁed in mammals and birds in similar studies. This led these
researchers to conclude that neuronal processing of sensory stimuli formed at a very early evolutionary stage and have the same
origins in all vertebrates.

5. fMRI in the Future
While fMRI clearly has a lot to oﬀer neurobiologists and psychologists looking to explore the brain, thinking and consciousness,
there are several disadvantages to this technique. The main disadvantage that naysayers focus on is the fact that fMRI does not
directly measure neuronal activity – it cannot give details of how
many neurons are ﬁring or whether ﬁring in one region increases
or decreases activity in the neighboring neurons. Since scientists
are more interested in not where the blood is ﬂowing but where
the brain is electrically active, this is a serious disadvantage. Researchers are looking at ways of tackling this problem and one
technological solution is to use SQUIDS (superconducting quantum interference devices) to measure the magnetic ﬁeld of each
neuron as it conducts electrical currents. Another downside of
fMRI is its lack of quantitation – the ﬁeld is often referred to
disparagingly as ‘the science of blobology’ as diﬀerent colored
blobs are used to label active brain areas. While fMRI shows that
language tasks correlate with neuronal activity in a particular part
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of the brain for instance, can one say that the brain lights up due
to language processing, or is it just due to paying close attention
to a computer screen? The way out of this dilemma seems to
be to build brain network models which would correlate fMRI’s
activation pattern data with brain connectivity networks. This is
the goal of the Human Connectome Project, a 40 million USD
research eﬀort funded by the National Institutes of Health USA
(http://www.humanconnectomeproject.org). Another issue is to
do with the current fMRI technology – the signal-to-noise ratio
is rather small, and there are now serious attempts being made to
use larger magnetic ﬁelds of 7 T to address this issue. Finally, one
major challenge for fMRI researchers is to make this technique
useful for clinicians. For instance, if a doctor wants to diagnose
depression in a teenager or ﬁnd out if a drug is working in controlling schizophrenia in a patient, can fMRI be used for such medical diagnostics the way MRI is already used? One step forward in
this direction would be for fMRI researchers to build up an extensive and large database of the resting brain fMRI scans of large
numbers of people with diﬀerent diseases, as well as databases of
normal, healthy individuals of diﬀerent ages, genders and races.
In summary, the ﬁeld of fMRI is still in its infancy, being less
than 30 years old. However, it holds the promise of becoming a
leading technology in exploring scientiﬁc questions related to the
brain and consciousness.
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